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Bafokeng Platinum returns to profit
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[BUSINESS REPORT] -- Royal Bafokeng Platinum (RBP) posted a net profit of 3.168 billion rand for the year ended
 December 2010 as opposed to a 123.4 million rand loss the previous year.

Diluted earnings per share amounted to 2,241 cents compared with a loss of 1,072 cents previously.

Net revenue for the year increased by 82% to 2.107 billion rand, mainly as a result of a change in control and basis for
 accounting during 2010 and an actual increase in revenue of 29% at BRPM.

The actual increase of 29% in business revenue resulted from metal prices and higher production volumes, partially
 reduced by a stronger Rand/US Dollar exchange rate.

Gross profit percentage improved 5.1% from 18.7% in 2009 to 23.8% in 2010.

Earnings before tax, interest, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA), as a percentage of revenue, improved from
 28.6% in 2009 to 38.7% in 2010.

“Historically, BRPM has delivered strong margins from its operations as a result of a favourable prill split and a good
 quality resource located at shallow depths. For the year ended 31 December 2009 BRPM's average unit costs were
 R703.62 per tonne milled, with cash operating costs of R8,629 per platinum ounce produced.

“For the year ended 31 December 2010, BRPM's average unit costs remained essentially flat at R706.55 per tonne
 milled. At R9,076 per platinum ounce produced, our cash operating costs increased R447 Pt oz or 5.2%.

“This increase was mainly the result of a 4.6% reduction in head grade. From a structural point of view, our Styldrift I
 plans should more than double our production to 420,000 tonnes per month or 611,000 PGM 4E ounces per year by the
 end of 2017 and this increase is expected to contribute towards reducing unit costs and improving margins as our fixed
 costs per ounce of production should decline with increased volumes,” the group stated.

Capex expenditure, including stay-in-business, replacement and expansion capital expenditure at BRPM for the year,
 amounted to R967.0 million from R754.0 million in 2009. The total capital expenditure has been funded from cash
 flows generated by the operations.

During the year, there were three fatalities at BRPM. The group did however achieve a 15% improvement in its lost
 time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) over BRPM's 2009 performance.

“Our operational strategy for the year was based on optimising throughput and revenue and identifying and addressing
 cost reduction opportunities. Significant improvements realised in areas such as BRPM employed stoping crew
 efficiency, ore transport capacity and concentrator plant performance, contributed to a 9% year-on-year increase in ore
 from mining operations from 2,177 kt to 2,366 kt and a 7% increase in PGMs 4E in concentrate from 269.9 koz to
 288.1 koz.

“While the primary focus of our production is currently on the shallower Merensky reef, and will remain as such for the
 foreseeable future, key to improving throughput and enhancing operational flexibility was the start of early UG2
 extraction and the conclusion of an offtake agreement with Anglo Platinum for the concentrating and further processing
 of this ore,” Royal Bafokeng said.
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But it noted that a key area of concern was the 4.6% reduction in head grade from 2009.

“Contributing factors included a reduction in geological block grades, increased ratio of on-reef development compared
 to stoping and stoping width control. We are reviewing all key factors with the aim of optimising the grade of ore we
 deliver to concentrators during 2011.

“Overall, we are pleased to have established a robust operating platform in 2010 that will support our strategic objective
 of business growth through operational excellence.”

The group said new order mining rights for Boschkoppie and Styldrift had been registered as well as a new order
 prospecting right for Frischgewaagd.

“We are excited about the challenges of the new year and are confident about further improvement opportunities.”
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